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Let .P’ be a symmetric norm ideal of compact operators on Hilbert space ;Y; and 
assume that the finite rank operators are dense in 5” and that .T’ is not the ideal of 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators. A linear transformation r on T+’ is an isometry of Y 
onto itself if and only if there are unitary operators U and V on ,.Y such that either 
r(X) = UXV or r(X) = UX’V, where X’ denotes the transpose of X with respect to a 
fixed orthonormal basis of E 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ,F be a complex separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, and let 
&(W) be the algebra of bounded linear operators on .F. A (symmetric) 
norm ideal (7, v) consists of a two-sided proper ideal ;Y’ in .%+F) together 
with a norm v on .Y satisfying the following two conditions: 
v(A) = IIA 11 for all operators A of rank one. (1) 
v(U,4 I’) = v(A) for every A in 2’ and every unitary operator 
(2) 
iJ and V on &Y. 
We will also impose the condition that the set of finite rank operators is 
dense in .I, so 3’ is a minimal norm ideal in the terminology of Schatten 
[ 111. (Incidentally, this last condition is equivalent to the separability of .Y 
17, pp. 87-901.) 
Let AL denote the transpose of the operator A with respect to a fixed 
orthonormal basis of 3. If (3, v) is not the Hilbert-Schmidt class, we prove 
that the surjective linear isometries r on 3’ are precisely the maps of the 
form 
s(A) = UAV (3) 
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or 
r(A) = UA’V, (4) 
where U and V are unitary operators on 3. The fact that the isometries of 
5?(Z) are precisely the transformations given by (3) or (4) was proven by 
Kadison 181. The result for gi (the trace class) is due to Russo [lo] and for 
c”, (1 < p < co, p # 2) is due to Arazy [ 11. Our proof (specialized to gD) 
differs from that of [ 11. The Hilbert-Schmidt class @?I is a Hilbert space and 
so there are more surjective isometries on ‘ZZ than those given by (3) and (4). 
It should be noted, however, that our result is still valid if J consists of the 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators but v is diferent from (although necessarily 
equivalent to) the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. 
For results on symmetric norm ideals, we refer to Schatten [ 111 or 
Gohberg and Krein [7]. We will give here only a brief description of the 
results needed for our purpose. 
Let 9 be the set of all sequences of complex numbers with only a finite 
number of nonzero coefficients. A symmetric gauge function v on .P is a 
norm v on .P satisfying the following three conditions: 
(i) ~(1, 0,O ,...) = 1, 
(ii> v(L , C2 ,...> = v(l L I3 I C2 I~...>~ 
(iii) v(C,,..., C,, 0, O,...) = v(C,(~),..., Crrcn), 0, O,...), 
for all complex numbers cl, c2 ,... and every permutation 71 of the set 
{ 1, 2 )...) n}. 
For a sequence < = { [,}, let r(n) = (cl ,..., &,, 0, 0 ,... } and let v(c) = 
lim v([‘“‘). (The limit always exists but may be a.) Let co be the space of 
sequences converging to 0 and let S, = {[ E c, : v(c) < co }. 
Every symmetric gauge function v determines a norm ideal. For a compact 
operator K, the sequence of s-numbers of K is the nonincreasing sequence 
{sj(K)} of eigenvalues of the compact positive operator (K*K)“*, each 
repeated according to its multiplicity. Let gU denote the set of all compact 
operators whose sequence of s-numbers belongs to S,. Then g, is an ideal of 
operators. The symmetric gauge function v gives rise to a symmetric norm 
(also called v) on gU by the formula v(K) = v({sj(K)}). Let 3” be the closure 
in @,, of the set of finite rank operators. Then (9;, v) is a minimal norm 
ideal. Conversely every minimal norm ideal is the ideal 3” for some 
symmetric gauge function v. 
We will use v for the norm on 3, the symmetric gauge function on 9, 
and for its restriction to iR” or 6” given by ~(6, ..., [,) = v([, ,,.., [,, 0, 0 ,... ). 
The norm (on 9) dual to v will be denoted by v’. 
Let .F be the linear space of finite rank operators and let tr denote the 
trace on F. The spaces Z and j7 can be put in duality by setting 
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(X, F) = tr(PX). When F has rank 1 and norm 1, the linear functional 
X + (X, F) is easily seen to be a support functional of the unit ball of I Y at 
F. 
We make two final comments on notation. The symbol (.. .> will denote 
both the inner product in ,;lt” and the duality between Y and ii. For vectors 
f and g in Y, denote by f @g the rank one operator on X given b! 
.Y --+ (x. g) J 
2. THE HERMITIAN OPERATORS ON Y 
A bounded operator T on a complex Banach space B is called hermitian 
if I]exp(it?J/] = 1 for all t E R. The notion of hermitian operators on Banach 
spaces is due to Vidav [ 1.51 and Lumer (see 14, 91). In this section we will 
characterize the hermitian operators on -7, and then use this characterization 
in Section 3 to describe the surjective isometries. This idea is due to Lumer 
[9] and was again used in [ 141. We will use the following characterization of 
hermitian operators (also used as an alternate definition) due to Lumer (see 
14, pp. 46, 841). A bounded operator T on a Banach space .g’ is hermitian if 
and only if x’(Tx) E R for every x E X‘ and x’ E $.’ (the dual of k’) such 
that x’(x) = /Ix]] /Ix’/]. 
THEOREM 1. Let (.Y, v) be a minimal norm ideal other than pi, and let 
s be a linear transformation on .1. Then s is a bounded hermitian operator if 
and only if there are bounded self-adjoint operators A and B on Xsuch that 
r(X)=AX$XBforallXE.f. 
The similar characterization of hermitian operators on any C*-algebra is 
due to Sinclair [ 131. The case ,Y’ = gP’,, p # 2, is due to Berkson et al. [ 2, 3 1 
where they used Arazy’s characterization of isometries. Our approach is dif- 
ferent. 
To begin the proof of the theorem, let A and B be two bounded self-adjoint 
operators on Pand let r(X) = AX + XB. Then r is bounded since v(AX) < 
I] A I( v(X) and v(XB) < /] B ]] v(X) by [ 11, p. 71, Theorem 111. Furthermore 
&‘T(x) = eitAxeitfl and so ei17 is an isometry of (. 7, v) for every t E ” 
Therefore 7 is hermitian. This proves the if part of the Theorem. 
To prove the converse, we need the following lemma. In what follows r 
will always denote a hermitian operator on (.Y. v). 
LEMMA 1. Let ej and fj E 3 for j = 1, 2, where e, is orthogonal to e, 
and f, orthogonal to fi, and let Xj = ej Ofi. Then (t(X,), X2) = 0. 
Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that e, , e2, J’, , fZ all 
have norm 1. Enlarge the set {e,, ez} (resp. Cf,,fi}) into an orthonormal 
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basis {ej) (resp. {A}), j= 1, 2 ,..., and let Xj = ej @ fj. We will now replace r 
by another hermitian operator r,,. Let Uj be the unitary operator on R 
determined by the equations Ujej = -ej and Uje, = ek for k # j and let uj be 
the isometry of 7 determined by uj(X) = UjX. Put 
5, = :(s - u;‘tu, - u;‘ru, + u;‘u;‘ru,u,). 
The operator r0 is hermitian since for every hermitian r and every surjective 
isometry U, the operator u-‘ru is hermitian. Denote (r,(X,), X,) by a,. It is 




a 12 = (~(X,)~X,)~ a21 = (5(X2)3 X,)9 
ajk = 0, otherwise. 
12, Lemma 3.11, there exists a unit vector r = (<i, <,) in (R2, V) such 
> 0, r2 > 0 and such that r, viewed as a member of (iR2, v’), is a 
support functional of the unit ball of (R’, V) at <. Let 2, E C and let 
X = l, X, + A,<, X2. Then Y + (Y, X) is a support functional of the unit ball 
of 7 at X. Therefore we must have (r,(X), X) E R, which means that 
&a,, + &u,~ E R for every 1, E C. Therefore u2i = G,,. 
Let n be the smallest positive integer with the property that v is not 
Euclidean on R”. There must exist a vector A= (Ai ,..., A,) in R” of v-norm 1 
and a corresponding support functional p = 01, ,...,p,J such that ~1 is not a 
scalar multiple of A. By rearranging the coordinates we may assume that 
I,,u2 #l,,u,. Let X=Clcj~,SejXj and Y= C,,jc,pjuiejXj, where 8, is a 
complex number of modulus 1 and Sj = 1 for 2 <j < n. It follows that Y is a 
support functional of the unit ball of fat X, and so (r,,(X), Y) E R, that is 
1,~,B,a,, + A2pu,8,&,, E R. Since this is true for all unimodular complex 
numbers 8, and since Alp2 # A2p1, we must have a12 = 0. I 
COROLLARY 1. For every pair of vectors e andf, there are vectors x and 
y such that r(e of) = x @f+ e By. 
We note that x and y are not uniquely determined by e and J for example, 
we may replace x by x + e and y by y -J 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let {ej} be an orthonormal basis for SF. By 
Corollary 1 there are vectors fi and gj such that 
r(ej@el)=fi@e,+ej@gje 
Applying Lemma 1 to the operators X=(ej+el)Oe, and 
Y = (e, - ej) @ ek for k # 1, we get 
(ek, gl - gj) = (r(X), Y) = 0. 
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So (g, - gj) _L ek for k f 1. Since we may always add a multiple of e, to gi 
and adjust fj acordingly, we may assume that gj = g, for every j. Define a 
linear transformation A i on M, the linear span of (ej}, by the equation 
A,ej=&. Therefore r(x@e,)=A,x@e, +x@ g, for xE.M. Since r is 
bounded, A, is bounded on .H and it can be extended to a bounded linear 
operator on all of .E 
By repeating the same argument with ei instead of e,, we obtain a 
bounded operator Ai and a vector g; such that 
t(x @ ei) = Aix 0 ei + x 0 gi 
We will now show that the differences Aj - A, are scalars. Let x,y E W; 
yix, and let X=x 0 (e, + ej) and Y =y @ (e, -~ e;). Lemma 1 can be 
applied to X and Y to give 
(A,x - Ajx, y) = (r(X), I’) = 0. 
Therefore every vector is an eigenvector of A, - A/ and so A, - A i must be a 
scalar. It follows that there are vectors hj in iit” such that 
5(x @ ej) = Ax @ ej + x 0 hi. 
where A = A,. As before, the equation B*ej = hj determines a bounded linear 
operator B on R such that r(x@ y) = Ax@ y +x0 B*y for every 
x, y E ;i”‘. Therefore r(X) = AX + XB for every finite rank operator X. Since 
the finite rank operator are dense in (.;Y, v), we have r(X) = AX + XB for 
every X E .W. 
It remains only to show that A and B can be chosen to be self-adjoint. Let 
A = A, t iA, and B = B, t iB, be the Cartesian decomposition of A and B. 
respectively. Let rj(X) = A,X + XB, forj = 1, 2. Therefore 7 = r1 t i7, and r, 
and t2 are hermitian. Since r is also hermitian, we have both r2 and is? 
hermitian, and so r2 =0 by Liouville’s theorem. Therefore 
r(X) = A, X i- XB, with A 1 and B, self-adjoint. g 
LEMMA 2 [6]. Let A, B, C, D E .9(SF) and assume that AXB = 
CX + XD for every finite rank operator X. Then either A and C are scalars 
or else B and D are scalars. 
Proof. First we show that either C or D is a scalar. If this is not the case. 
then we can find vectors f and g in R such that each of the sets (A Cf} and 
( g,D*g) is linearly independent. Let X = f @ g. Then CX + XD = Cf@ g $ 
f @ D*g is an operator of rank 2. But AXB can have rank at most one. This 
contradiction shows that C or D is a scalar. 
Assume that D is a scalar. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
D = 0. So AXB = CX. If X = e Of, we have Ae @ B*f = Ce @A and so 
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either A = C = 0 or else B*f is a scalar multiple off for every f in Z’ which 
implies that B is a scalar. The case when C is scalar is treated similarly. 1 
COROLLARY 2. Let t be a bounded operator on 3. Then t and r2 are 
both hermitian if and only if t is either a left multiplication or a right 
multiplication by a self-adjoint operator on 3. 
Proof The “if’ part is immediate. To prove the “only if’ part, let r and 
r2 be hermitian. So there are operators A and B on A? such that 
s(X) = AX + XB. Furthermore, there are operators C and D such that 
A2X + AXB + XB* = CX + XD for every X in 3. The preceding lemma 
shows that either A or B is a scalar. 1 
3. THE ISOMETRIES 
The following theorem is our main result. Recall that A’ denotes the 
transpose of the operator A with respect to a fixed orthonormal basis for Z 
THEOREM 2. Let (3, v) be a minimal norm ideal other than 5E2, and let 
o be a linear transformation on 3. Then qi is an isometry of ,Y onto itself if 
and only zf there are unitary operators U and V on 3 such that 
4(X) = UXV or $(X) = ux’v 
for every X in 3. 
Proof. The “if’ part is an immediate consequence of the definition of a 
symmetric norm and the fact that for any compact operator X, the s-numbers 
of X’ are the same as the s-numbers of X. 
To prove the converse, let d be an isometry of (3, v) onto itself. For every 
bounded operator A on Z, let lA (resp., rA) be the operator of left (resp., 
right) multiplication by A, that is, IA(X) =AX and r,,(X) = XA for X E Z’. 
For every self-adjoint A, the operators lA and If, are hermitian and so #lA#-’ 
and @I:#-’ must be hermitian operators on 3. Since qU:o-’ = (@,,,#-1)2, 
Corollary 2 implies that #I,,,#-’ is either a left multiplication or a right 
multiplication by a self-adjoint operator. We will now show that either 
@44-’ is a left multiplication for every self-adjoint A or a right 
multiplication for every self-adjoint A. To prove this assume that 41, -’ = 1, 
and q%lco-’ = rr. So $(l,+,) 4-l = 1, + rr. In order that 1, + rr be either a 
left or a right multiplication, one of the operators S or T must be a scalar 
(by the proof of Lemma 2). This establishes that qU,o~’ and &o~’ are 
multiplications from the same side. Therefore #I,,, 4-l is either a left 
multiplication for every self-adjoint A or a right multiplication for every self- 
adjoint A. The same must be true without the restriction to self-adjoint 
operators (by the use of the Cartesian decomposition). 
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If #I,@ -’ is a right multiplication, and if r(X) = x’ and $I = s#, then 
$,l,#;’ is a left multiplication. In view of this, we will restrict our attention 
to isometries 4 for which #lA$-l is always a left multiplication for every A in 
.,8(Z). In this case $r,$-’ is necessarily right multiplication. 
We now have a map w of 59&P’) into itself such that df,,$- ’ = l,,,(,,, .
Furthermore w(A) is self-adjoint whenever A is self-adjoint. It is evident that 
ty is a *-automorphism of 3’(Z). Since every *-automorphism of .!#(<P’) is 
inner [5. Corollary 5.421, there is a unitary operatur U on -7jt” such that 
t&4 ) = UAW for every A. Therefore 41, #- ’ = I,,,,,-. for every A. 
Repeating the previous argument with right multiplications instead of left 
multiplication. we obtain another unitary operator I* such tha? 
@r,# -’ = rl.$41. for every A. 
Define an isometry #,, on (7’ by the equation g,,(X) = C/*$(X) V*. We will 
show that 4, is a scalar multiple of the identity. It is easy to verify that o,, 
commutes with all left multiplications and right multiplications. For 
arbitrary vectors e and f in X, let E (resp. F) denote the orthogonal 
projection on the one-dimensional space spanned by e (resp. f ). Since Q,, 
commutes with l,r,, there is a complex number A (depending on e and j’ i 
such that tio(e of) = Ae @J The constants A must be equal. To prove this. 
assume that &(e, Of,) = A,e, Of, and $Jez 3 I;) = /l,e> @ fi. Let A and 
B be bounded operators on ,Y satisfying Ae, = e, and Bf, =fz. The fact that 
oO commutes with l,, rA gives 1, = A,. Therefore. we have a complex number 
i; such that d”(X) = AX for every rank one operator X. The same holds for 
finite rank operators by linearity, and for any X in I by the density of the 
finite rank operators. It follows that d(X) = ;IUXc’. The constant i. must halme 
modulus I and so can be absorbed in U. 1 
4. THE GROUP OF ISOMETRIES 
Let .t be the group of isometries of (7, V) and C,, the set of isometries of 
the form ei* for a bounded hermitian 5. It is immediate that -3;, consists of the 
isometries of the form 4(X) = UXV, and that .‘GO is a subgroup of C . 
PROPOSITION 1. The group .F contains precisel)> two components. ami 
the component containing the identity is .YO. The subgroup 6, is a normai 
subgroup of 3 and .F/.Fu is the discrete group of two elements. 
Proof: To prove that ,3; is connected, let 4 E g,,. so $(X) = UXV for 
some unitary operators U and V. Let go be the identity, d,(X) = X. Let A and 
B be self-adjoint operators on ,-Y such that U = e” and V= eiH. Define 
isometries 4, in <TO by 
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qjt = pax for O<t<f 
= eiAxei(2t-l)B for ;<t<1. 
The arc ($t : 0 < t < 1 ] connects &, to $ in FO, so F0 is arcwise connected. 
To show that F0 is closed in F, assume that the sequence 4, in F, 
converges to w in F - FO. There are unitary operators U, and I’, such that 
h(X) = UtJ~n 3 and without loss of generality we may assume that 
v(X) = X’, the transpose relative to the orthonormal basis {ej}. Let 
X=ej@e,, then $n(X1)e,-+Xte,. Therefore 
Piel~eJ~nej~ I 
el if j=l 
0 if j# 1. 
The casejf 1 gives (V,e,,e,)+O since IIU,ejll= 1. The casej= 1 gives 
I(V,e,, e,)l + 1. The contradiction shows that F0 is closed. A similar 
argument proves that F - F0 is also closed and connected. Therefore the 
components of F are precisely F0 and F - FO. 
The second assertion of the proposition is easy to verify. 1 
Remark. On any Banach space X, if the set F,, of the exponentials of 
hermitian operators forms a group, then it is a normal subgroup of the group 
of isometries. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that if 4 is an 
isometry and r is hermitian, then #- ‘t$~ is hermitian. 
5. ONE-PARAMETER GROUPS OF ISOMETRIES 
In this short section we give a description of the strongly continuous one- 
parameter groups of isometries on (3, V) as well as their infinitesimal 
generators. The description is due to Berkson et al. [2, 3 ] in the case 
s+,p#2. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (3, v) be a minimal norm ideal d@erent from F2. 
Then {#t : t E IR } is a strongly continuous group of isometrics on 7 if and 
only if there exist self-adjoint (not necessarily bounded) operators A and B 
on Z such that 
#t(X) = eitAXeitB. 
If a is the infinitesimal generator of {#t}, then 
a(X) = i(AX + XB) 
for all X in the domair of a. The domain of a is precisely the set of all 
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operators X in f which map the domain of B into the domain qf A and for 
which the closure of AX + XB belong to .J’. 
The group (4,) is uniformly continuous if and only if A and B are 
bounded. 
ProoJ The proof of Berkson et. al. [3 ] for the case 7 = (fib applies 
verbatim by using Theorem 2 above in place of Arazy’s theorem on the 
isometries of FD. The case when {$,} is uniformly bounded is the content of 
Theorem 1. 1 
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